CONTROLLER
USER MANUAL
———

TFT FPGA Colored Handle

Thanks for you choosing our machines.
This manual will help you to be familiar with our products,
and to know the configuration of the products.

This manual specified the procedure of installing system and
various functions of the system

.Please read this manual

before using the software system and the machine.
Because of the continuous updating of software and
hardware,the software and hardware you received may be
different from this manual. Sorry for inconvenience.
For using conveniently, we list our address, telephone and
website.
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Chapter 1 System brief introduction
1. system features
1.3.5 inch TFT true color liquid crystal display, 240 * 320 high resolution displays rich
2. a full off-line operation, the built - in 2GB inner memory capacity
3. can directly read U disk file,and read and write fast
4.processing large files
5. with the processing of documents pre - inspection ability to prevent
Process documents writing or designing error ,to prevent material
placement beyond the processing range
6. with good self - diagnosis capability, can diagnose all kinds of input
and output signal, improve the ability of remote maintenance
7. Automatic Dynamic Escalation
8. support the Chinese and English display
9. option to process some documents on the line
10.own functions of convenient and reliable power - off protection and
restoration on breakpoint
11. more stable processing of acceleration and deceleration ,
effectively reducing mechanical vibration
12. support high subdivision, can ensure high accuracy and high
speed processing
13. compatible with carving into NC code, filtration and optimization of
tool lifting movement, improving efficiency and quality of processing
14. support F and S commands of G code
15. automatic tool setting function. This offer great convenience for
users
16. coordinate system of 9 workpieces and machine coordinate
system display at the same time, using easily.
17. feeding rate on - line adjustment. The user can adjust feed ratio in
the process. Minimum to 10, and the maximum to 120
18. spindle motor start - up and shutdown cooling - off, processed
automatically opened, automatically close at the end
19. spindles in paragraph 7 of Speed Control
20. equipped with the " re carving" button for easy operations
21. equipped with Z - axis automatic tool setting function
22. equipped with ordinary carving machine and multistage 3 head of
Process tool changing engraving two operational mechanism, options
based on the machine configuration
23. with 20 input and 16 output, extending powerful
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2. system composition
The handle is connected through the DB25 connector and the adapter, as
shown in the following picture

Colour off-line handle

DB25 connector

adapter
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Chapter2 Function of each button on the control panel
The button on the panel like as follows:

English
Button
name

Chinese
Function description

The online help,can read operations ,processing considerations
and button combinations that Menu to scroll up
Work piece coordinate
Menu by line up choice
Mechanical coordinates
Menu by line downward choice

Open File List - processing,
loading documents LCD down menu

enter MENU settings
Select processing file
Enter the input and output button detection state
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Open the help document
In standby state, the spindle is opened and closed, and the
spindle is automatically opened and closed when automatic
machining is carried out.
To carry out the z axis of the cutter.
Origin offset setting
Repeat last processing
Entry and confirmation actions in the confirmation menu in the
functional options
All axis origin
Move the XY axis to the workpiece origin
When the main menu parameter settings are returned from the
menu, exit is not saved
Increase the input of the processing rate digit key "1" in the
processing state
Select up from the input function options of the number key "2" for the
positive movement of the y axis in standby state

Input of Digital key "3" in positive Direction of Z Axis in standby
Switch each mobile mode in manual mode
Select left of the input function option of the number key "4" in
the negative direction of the z axis in standby state
on standby, when running manually, the input of the digital key
"5" is switched between high speed and low speed motion
Select to the right of the input function option of the number key "6" of
the positive movement of the z axis in standby state
Changes and deletions in function options
The input of the digital key "7" to reduce the machining rate in the
processing state
Select down from the input function option of the number key "8" in
the negative direction movement of the y axis in standby state
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Input of the number key "9" in the negative direction of the z axis in
standby state
Null key, the primary key in the combination key, when used, you
need to hold down the "shift" key, then press the other keys, and then
release them together
Set the current x mechanical coordinates to the negative sign "-" of
the x-axis workpiece origin
Set the current y mechanical coordinate to the input of the Y-axis
workpiece origin digital key "0"
Set the current z mechanical coordinates to the z axis workpiece
origin decimal point "." Input
Set the current XY mechanical coordinates to the XY axis workpiece
origin to return to the upper interface
Start or pause of processing
Enter the advanced processing menu, you can select "line number
processing", "breakpoint processing", "repeated processing", "array
processing"
Simulation of Machining File
Stop current processing

◼ button combinations introduction
◼ when using, need to click " Shift " button, click other buttons
◼

“

”+“

”--- Turn into the input and output interface

◼

“

”+“

”--- spindle drop a speed

◼

“

”+“

”--- Spindle rise a speed

◼

“

”+“

◼

“

”--- Enter the milling bottom file interface

” + “

”---Set the current mechanical position to

mechanical zero
“
◼

”+“
“

”+“

”--- Current coordinate system plane switching
” —Y-axis single return mechanical zero operation
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“
”+“
operation
◼

“

”+“

” --- Z-axis single return mechanical zero

”---1. Manual click, high speed state, quick out

of point high speed setting window. 2. Manual point, low-speed
state, quick out of point low-speed settings window.
◼

“

” + “

”---1. Manual continuous, high-speed state,

quickly out of the manual high-speed settings window. 2. Manual
continuous, low-speed state, quickly out of the manual low-speed
settings window.
◼

“

” + “

”--- X-axis single return mechanical zero

operation
◼

“

” + “

”--- Set the current z axis mechanical

coordinate to the starting position of the cutter
◼

“

” + “

”--- Setting parameters of tool setting

instrument.
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Chapter3

Control handle menu detailed explanation

The menu structure is as follows:
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3.1 Machine parameter setting

Transmission lead
The distance from which the machine tool moves. The unit is millimeter (mm).
XY and z axis to be set. Please set it according to the machine tool

Driver pulse number
The number of pulses required by the driver to drive the stepping motor around
8

for a week. The unit is pulse / cycle. XY and z axis are set. Please set it
according to the machine tool

Machine tool size
The effective movement stroke of a machine tool. The maximum triaxial size.
XY and z axis can be set in this item. Please refer to the actual maximum
machining range of the machine tool to set

Soft limit state
The soft limiting bit of the xyz axis of the machine tool. The main purpose is to
prevent the machining files from exceeding the actual machining size of the
machine tool, and to prevent the machine tool from being damaged by the
wrong actions such as the mechanical collision, etc. Both the xy and z shafts
should be set. Default is "valid"
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Zero back setting

Return zero direction
The zero-back direction. XY and z axis should be set according to the
mechanical zero position of the machine tool. Please set according to the
machine tool return zero direction

Zero return velocity
Set the speed of three-axis return machine zero. XY and z axis. In millimeters
per minute (mm/min). Default x 3000 y 3000 z 1200
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➢ Is the boot prompted to return to zero

YES——The bottom window will pop up on the screen of the handle after
boot

Press“

”，The triaxial will automatically return to the mechanical
11

zero for calibration and stop.
No——No prompt on the screen of the handle after boot.Press“

”，

The triaxial will automatically return to the mechanical zero to calibrate and
stop.
The default function here is "yes", the machine tool can only work properly
after correct zero calibration!
◆ Spindle setting

Maximum
Set the maximum rotation speed of the spindle in rotation per minute. Default
is 24000
Open delay
Wait for the spindle motor to start to the maximum speed when processing
begins. In millisecond (ms) 。
Closing delay
The time to wait for the spindle motor to stop turning when the spindle is closed.
In millisecond (ms).
Motor direction
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Used to adjust the rotation direction of the xyz shaft motor. Default xy and z
axis are "positive"

Manual setting

Manual high speed
Indicates that the manual high-speed moving speed in the manual continuous
mode is set for both the z axis and the XY axis. The unit is millimeter / minute
(mm/min). Default to xy is 5 000 GZ is 1200
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Manual low speed
Represents manual low-speed moving speed and z axis in manual continuous
mode. The unit is millimeter / minute (mm/min). Default is 600

Point-moving high-speed distance
Indicates that the high-speed point distance in manual point mode is set for
both the z axis and the xy axis. In millimeter (mm). Default is 0.5

Point-moving low speed distance
Indicates that the low-speed point range in manual point mode is set for both
the z axis and the xy axis. In millimeter (mm). Default is 0.1
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Speed limit
The maximum velocity of the xyz axis and the default speed and minimum
velocity of the arc when the arc is inserted and added are set. XY and z axis
rmin are set. The unit is millimeter / minute (mm/min).

◆ safety height
Refers to the system to return to the workpiece origin, stop and other actions,
the tool up the height. Note: the value here is relative to the artifact origin, that
is, if the user does not set the artifact origin correctly before performing the
above action, the tool may still encounter the workpiece, etc. In millimeter
(mm). The default is 30mm.
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Initial velocity
This parameter corresponds to the take-off frequency of the motor. The
so-called take-off frequency is the highest frequency at which the motor can
start work directly without acceleration. Reasonable selection of this parameter
can improve the machining efficiency and avoid the low speed segment where
the motor's motion characteristics are not good. However, if the parameter is
chosen large, it will cause stuffing, so we must keep the allowance. In the
motor factory parameters, generally including the take-off frequency
parameters. However, when the machine is assembled, the value may change
and generally decrease, especially when moving with load. Therefore, this
setting parameter is best after the reference motor factory parameters, then
the actual measurement decision. The unit is millimeter / minute (mm/min).
Default is 200

Tool setting:
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➢ Tool mode selection

Floating tool alignment: the tool is operated at the current position, and the
z-axis workpiece coordinates are automatically set by using the tool alignment
gauge thickness parameters
Fixed tool alignment: The tool is operated at a fixed position on the machine
tool, and the position is determined by setting parameters of the mechanical
coordinates of the tool instrument.
Cutter Length Correction: The first time to correct the knife successfully, after
changing or breaking the knife, again to the knife, you can automatically
correct the length of the knife.
Tool thickness
When the tool setting mode is set as a floating cutter, the interface will appear
and allow changes.
The use of the tool is extremely convenient for the user to determine the origin
of the workpiece on the z axis. Please place the cutter on the surface of the
workpiece when using. When the tool alignment is completed, the system
confirms the current z axis position as the origin of the workpiece coordinate
system on the z axis. Therefore, the user must input the thickness of the tool
block into the parameters, and the system will automatically move the origin
position of the tool block to the depth of the thickness of the tool block when
17

executing the file, so that the origin of the workpiece on the z axis can be really
determined.

Setting of mechanical coordinate of tool counter

Tool IO level setting

Initial position of tool setting
Tool starting point
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Cutter stroke lower limit

◆ System using vacuum pump setup

Alarm IO level setting
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Hardware system setting

3.2 setting of processing parameters
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Free running speed
Generally refers to the speed of movement when not performing cutting tasks,
expressed by the g 00 instruction. In millimeters per minute (mm/min)

Processing speed
Generally refers to the speed of movement in the execution of cutting tasks,
linear motion is expressed by g 01 instruction. In millimeter / minute (mm/min)
default is 3000
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Turning speed
Used to describe the acceleration and deceleration capacity of multiple feed
shafts at bends. In millimeter / second (mm/s) default is 5

Linear acceleration
Used to describe the acceleration and deceleration capacity of a single feed
shaft in millimeters per second (mm/s). This indicator is determined by the
physical characteristics of the machine tool, such as the mass of the moving
part, the torque of the feed motor, resistance, cutting load, etc. The greater the
value, the smaller the time spent in the acceleration and deceleration process
and the higher the efficiency. In general, for stepping motors, the values range
from 300 to 800, and for servo motor systems, it can be set between 400 and
1200. In the setup process, start setting small, run for a period of time, repeat a
variety of typical movements, pay attention to observe, if there is no abnormal
situation, and then gradually increase. If an anomaly is found, reduce the value
and leave a 50% or 100% margin. Default is 600
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Trajectory acceleration
Used to describe the acceleration and deceleration capacity of multiple feed
shafts in millimeter / second (mm/s). It determines the maximum speed of the
machine when it moves in circular motion. The larger the value, the greater the
maximum allowable velocity of the machine tool for arc motion. When the "use
Optimization algorithm" option is effective, the larger the value, the less the
system loses speed at turn and, of course, the more efficient it is. The
multi-axis linkage performance of the machine tool reflected by this index is a
comprehensive index, which is difficult to calculate directly, but the larger the
uniaxial acceleration is, the greater the value is. Setting this value reasonably
can improve the machining efficiency and reduce the vibration caused by
acceleration and deceleration during turning. But if the setting value is too
large, it will aggravate the machine tool vibration, and even cause the motor
out of step. In general, for stepping motor system of machine tools, the value
of 400-1000, for servo motor systems, can be set in the range of 1000 ~ 5000.
In the case of heavy machine tools, this value is smaller. In the process of
setting up, start to set a little smaller, run for a period of time, repeat a variety of
typical linkage motion, pay attention to observe, if there is no abnormal
situation, then gradually increase. If an anomaly is found, reduce the value and
leave a 50% or 100% margin. Default is 800
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Pause position setting

0：Current processing position
After choose this，during the processing, Press“
”，z axis stops in the
current position and the spindle continues to open.
1：Specify z axis height
After you select this item, enter the z axis height value, which defaults to
20mm during the processing, Press“
spindle closes.

”， Z axis rises 20mm, and the

Stop position selection
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0：Workpiece origin
Select this item, after processing is complete press“

”，Returns the

workpiece coordinate origin and the z axis rises to a safe height.
1：Current processing position
Select this item, after processing is complete press“

”，The z axis rises

to a safe height at the current end point.
2：Specify XY axis position
Set the coordinate position of the xy axis to press the “

”，Pull the z

axis up to safety level in accordance with the set coordinate position. This
coordinate is the incremental coordinate relative to the origin of the workpiece.
◆ Velocity rate setting
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○ The ratio only controls the "processing speed"-after selecting this item, the
adjustment of the speed ratio during processing can only control the
processing speed.
● Rate Control Global Velocity-after selecting this option, the speed ratio at
the time of processing adjusts all the speeds of the machine tool to be
controlled.
◆ Cutter deceleration setting
Machining to the input line number in front of g01 / g02 / g03 adopts the set
processing speed

Motion smoothing time
The longer the time of motion smoothing

Determination of cutting speed of Z axis
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Small segment acceleration setting
Speed fairing of a short line with a length smaller than the reference

length
Spindle speed
Set the default starting speed of the spindle in rotation per minute. Default is
24000

Spindle default opening setting
Set the default starting speed of the spindle in rotation per minute. Default is
27

24000

Stop position coordinate type

3.3 System parameter setting

◆ F&S parameters setting
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□ The f parameter in the execution file
No selection-use the system-set feed speed, do not execute the f-command
speed in the machining file.
Selection-prioritize the f-command speed in the machining file, do not use the
system-set feed speed. If there is no f-command speed in the machining file,
execute the system-set feed speed.
□ S parameter in the execution file
Do not select-use the spindle speed set by the system, do not execute the s
instruction speed in the processing file.
Select-preemptively execute the s instruction speed in the processing file, and
do not use the spindle speed set by the system. If there is no s instruction
speed in the processing file, the spindle speed set by the system is executed.
Processing report status

Key detection
Check the keys on the mask to determine whether it is damaged or not. Press
the button and the font color will turn red.
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Can press“
”+“
”Exit test
◆ I/O testing
Perform the detection of input and output points on the I / O interface board

press“

”Test each output level to be normal ，press“

”exit testing

Backup parameter
Backup the currently set menu parameters to the handle's built-in memory or
external disk.
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Press“

”，choose“yes”or“no”，and press“

” and“

”，Select to

back up to an internal sd card or an external udisk

Recovery parameter
You can choose to recover the parameters of the handle from the built-in
memory of the handle or from the external disk.
Backup before recovery

3.4 Processing file maintenance
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Copy file
You can copy the processing files (.nc) from the external U disk to the built-in
memory card.
Copy out a file
You can copy the processing files (.nc) from the inner storage card of the
handle to the external udisk.
Delete internal files
Delete processing files (*.nc) stored in the memory card of the handle one by
one.
Emptying internal files
Clear all processed files stored in the memory card inside the handle (.nc).
Press“

”and“

”to choose

3.5 System information configuration

Language using
Optional display in Chinese or English

Logo selection
10 pictures can be selected from the boot screen
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System emergency recovery
Automatic recovery of logo, boot, font, language and menu files in the handle
system

For details, please read chapter 7.
Version display
Display the software version number and card hardware number of the handle
system
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Each item in the menu can be selected up and down by pressing the
"
”and"
” keys, or by pressing "number key 0-9" according to the
number in front of each menu item.
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Chapter 4

Control handle processing procedure

1. The cables of machine shoud be connected properly when power-off.
2.Power on, handle screen appears as below (shown in figure 1)

Figure 1

1).press the "
" button, then Z axis rise to 0 points of machine
and stop, and then X and Y axis moving to 0 points of XY axis at the
same time and stop, the machine is in standby status.
2).press the "
" button, XYZ three axis of machine tools do not
move, machine tool directly in a standby status.
Note : The machine only works after Go home properly
3. The screen appear as shown in figure 2 below after machine back to
zero, machine coordinate are all zero, the system is in standby to wait for
user’s operation.
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Figure 2
4.at this time the user can fixed the machining workpiece on machine
table and then install the spindle tools .
5. Setting the working origin and operation:
Manual tool setting: move the tool into the workpiece,press "
"
button to define XY origin which in processing. generally Z axis origin is
workpiece surface, The tool bits slow down on the surface of work piece
and then press"

" button defined Z axis origin.

Z axis automatic tool setting : Execute Z axis automatic tool function,put
the knift block(aluminum one which has 15mm thickness) between the
workpiece surface and tool point, If the workpiece is metal materials, a
piece of paper can be put between the block and the material , and then
press "
" button ,at this time , the Z axis automatic slow, after
knifepoint touches the surface of Aluminum block , it will automatically
increase a safety height, then Z - axis automatic tool setting is
completed. Not by "

6.press "
"

" button.

" button to bring up files list window (in figure 3), use

" and "

" buttons to select the " internal file list " or " U

disk file list " .press"
Processing (*. jg),press "

" button enter . Select the Document
" for confirm, and then press "

”

button ,processing parameter setting interface appear in figure 4,press
"

" button to change, press button figures to modify values, and

then press “

"to do

parameters confirmation,press"

" and

"
" buttons to select up and down , and then press "
"
button to start processing, and spindle and water cooled automatic
open, spindle and water cooled automatic close after completion of the
process
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Figure 3

Figure 4
After the process is completed, such as the need to replace processing
files, Please press "

"

7.at any time press "

" ,processing may be paused, and then press

"

button to perform this procedure.

" button, processing parameter setting window will re- emerge

(Figure 4), then press "

8. at any time press "

"button ,continue processing.

" to stop processing.
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Chapter 5

Advanced management of processing

1. During the process of manufacturing,press"

" and "

" ,change the speed ratio, each time it will adjust 5%, The speed
ratio adjustment range is 10% ~ 120%.
Note : Adjust speed ratio on the machine's response is delayed,
specific response time depends on the machining path of the file. If the
response time is too long,press "

"

pause processing, and then

press "
“ button to continue processing ,speed ratio will respond
immediately.
2. spindle speed adjustment
Press "

" button in processing, and then press "

" or

"
" button to change the speed of spindle motor, each time the
adjustment of 3000rpm. Spindle motor speed adjustment range is 6,000
~ 24,000 rpm, 3,000 rpm a path , seven speed in total .
Note : The process speed of spindle can not be dropped too low to
prevent breaking.
3. Pause and of fine tuning function
press “
”button when processing ,machine is in a pause state, press
the axial direction buttons of spindle respectively ,which undertake
various axial fine tuning function, the default under low point, each time
to adjust 0.1mm. After adjusted, and then press "
" button ,revise
the amending of machining parameters or not .Directly press"
" ,continue processing.
4. save the breakpoint function
Processing,press"

" button ,machine stop processing and close

the spindle, handle screen appears the picture in figure 5,press "
"
button ,appears to save image of a breakpoint in figure 6, then press
"
" and "
" buttons to select the breakpoints, a total of 10
breakpoints can be saved from 0 ~ 9, after Choosing breakpoint, and
then press "

" button, the breakpoint will be stored in the system.
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Breakpoints can be repeatedly covered.

Figure 5.

Figure 6

Press "
" button will not save a breakpoint, machine is directly in a
standby state
5. restore from power off
if power off during procesising, after power on,turn on machine,press
"

"button, machine will go back to 0 points,

normal ,screen appears the picture in figure 7, press"
machine will continue to process from the last breakpoint
press "
" button,it
standby state

when it is
", the

will not restore , machine tool is directly in a
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Figure 7

Press“

”，No power loss recovery function, the machine tool is in standby

state.

6. functions of repeat
This function is the role of the convenience of our customers fast
processing the same products .After the last process completed,press "
" button ,Repeat the last time processing files, do not need to set
the processing parameters, directly process . Processing parameters
is the same with last time.
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Chapter 6

SENIOR processing function introduction

Press the "
" button, screen appears the picture in figure 8, the
user can choose when necessary.

Figure 8
0: Line number processing

press "
"

" and "
" button, and

parameters, press"

" buttons to select the item, and then press
select the process file, set the processing
" button

,as shown in figure 9, then input

processing " Start number ", press"

" to enter the state, and then

input the start-line number, after input is completed, press"
button to start processing.

"
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Figure 9
1: Breakpoint processing
press"
"

" and "

" button, and then select the process file, set the processing

parameters, press"
"

" buttons to select the item, and then press

" and "

" button ,as shown in figure 10, then
" to choose breakpoint number

press

in processing,

press "
" to start processing.
Note after the breakpoint file be saved can it process breakpoint.

Figure 10
2: Repeat processing
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Press "
"

" and "

" buttons to select the item, and then press

" button, and then select the process file, set the processing

parameters, press "
" button ,as shown in figure 11, then set
"
Pause time, " Repeat times " and " Designated stop position” three
parameters,press "

"

to start processing.

Figure 11
3: Array processing
Press
"

"

" and "

"

to select the item, and then press

" button, and then select the Process file, set the processing

parameters, press"

" button as shown in figure 12, then in turn

created " Total " and " Space " two parameters, press"
" to start
processing.
Note : The " Space " parameters you can enter a positive or negative,
positive is in the direction of arrays, The negative is in the direction of the
negative array. " 0 " is positive
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Figure 12
4: Save the workpiece origin
As shown in figure 13, you can save the origin and processing of
workpiece file

Figure 13
5: Read the workpiece origin
As shown in figure 13, you can read the origin and processing of
workpiece file
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Figure 14
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Chapter 7 Handle System Upgraded
1.Upgraded operation :
Press "

" ,come into the system, Select " System information

Configuration ",press "

" ,enter and select " upgraded " ,press "

" ,it appears in figure 15, select the " English ", and upgraded
-save files (*. Jub) of U disk insert handle USB ,selected the file needed
to upgrade, press"
"button, it starts to automatically upgrade,
upgrade is completed, Please cut and resume the power supply.

Figure 15
2.system of emergency recovery operation :
press " "

into the system, Select " System Information " → "

System Recovery ", press"

" button it appears in figure 16 ,

upgraded -save files (*. Jub) of U disk insert handle USB, press"

"

buttons to select " Yes ", then press"
" ,the system will
automatically perform emergency recovery, recovery after the
completion of power and resume the power supply.
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Figure 16
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Appendix: switchboard schematic and iro definition
DB9 Interface ,Connect with extension IO board
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DB25 Interface,Connect with main board
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User software license agreement
The software products are independently developed by Anhui Tongxing
Science and Technology Development Co., Ltd (hereinafter referred to as
"We"). These software products enjoy the copyright and copyright of the
software according to law and are protected by the PRC and international laws
and regulations. The software can only be used by the Company under the
license of the Company. Other users (including individuals, legal persons or
other organizations) who are not authorized by the Company are not allowed
to use the software illegally:

1. We provide the authorized software to the authorized users, as well as the
installation instructions, usage instructions and other documents of the
authorized software. According to law, we provide installation, upgrade and
technical support services within the promised service period.
2. Any third party other than the authorized Party shall not be entitled to use
the licensed software or any part thereof. No one shall have the right to sell,
lease, assign rights or otherwise transfer or make use of the licensed software
or any part thereof to any other person.

3.The authorized user has the ownership of all the information in his system
database and independently assumes the relevant legal obligations.

4. The authorized user shall be responsible for all the business actions that
take place by the authorized software. All disputes arising from the use of the
software are irrelevant to us.

5. The technical support of the licensed software refers to the necessary
support for the licensed software during the period of technical support
licensed in this Agreement. The scope of support includes the problems arising
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during the installation, debugging, upgrading and use of the software, Or
provide the necessary support for problems caused by errors in the software
itself. The content of the technical support does not include the content that the
authorized user requests to adjust, add or customize the function because of
their own needs. If there is a need in this respect, we can work out a
supplementary agreement with us separately.
6, the upgrade of authorized software, prior to the upgrade authorization
should backup data, the upgrade process caused by the loss of authorized
user data we do not bear responsibility. We will provide the necessary support
to those who need to reinstall or repair problems during the authorized
software use process, but this repair or reinstallation does not guarantee that
the software will return to its pre-damaged state. We are not responsible for the
loss of data.
7. We shall not be liable for any loss to authorized users caused by problems
such as errors in the use of authorized software, errors in software, etc., But
we will try to avoid this kind of situation and provide necessary support
services to authorized users in the event of such problems.

8、Authorized users shall not provide any third party with improved software to
suit their needs without our written authorization. If this improvement for
authorized users involves licensed software, then we will have the right to
redevelop the improvement without exclusive rights, as well as the right to
place its product on the market or license it to a third party.

9、Our website provides a unique explanation and an official price list regarding
the range of services, payment methods, etc included in our software license.
We have the right to modify the license agreement and price list without prior
notice, and the modified agreement or price list is effective for new authorized
users from the date of change.
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10、Authorization agreements in electronic form have the same legal effect as
those signed in writing by both parties. Once you begin to install our software,
you are deemed to fully understand and accept the terms and conditions of this
Agreement, subject to the relevant restrictions and limitations while enjoying
the powers conferred by the above terms and conditions. Any act outside the
scope of the agreement will directly violate this license and constitute
infringement, and we have the right to terminate the authorization at any time,
order the damage to cease, and reserve the right to hold the relevant liability.
11、There shall be no other infringement of copyright or rights in the software
we provide.

12、If the authorized user fails to comply with the terms of this Agreement, the
authorized user's authorization shall be terminated and the licensed rights
shall be revoked.

Individuals, legal persons or other organizations who violate this authorization
agreement must immediately cease all adverse consequences of their actions.
Prior, especially after the act, according to the copyright Law, "computer
Software Protection regulations" and other relevant laws and regulations to
investigate their economic and legal liability. We reserve the right of final
interpretation of this agreement, any enterprises, institutions, individuals, sites
using the company's software to accept this agreement by default.
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